Garden Journal
Seed to Table to Compost
How to Plant Seeds

Directions: Using the words in the box, fill in the blanks below.

sun  water  pot  soil
seeds  hole  finger  plant

Place some _____ into a _____.

Make a _____ with your _____.

Drop some ____: into the _____.

Cover the ____: with _____.

Pour _____ into the _____.

Give your ____: lots of _____.

Wait for your new ____: to grow!
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LESSON #2: 6 PLANT PART TACO

Fill in the blanks

Word Bank
- Roots
- Fruit
- Seed
- Stem
- Leaf
- Flower

Draw your own plant with roots, a stem, leaves, seeds, fruits and flowers!
Lesson #3: Garboology

Circle everything that you might be able to compost!

The Parts of a Seed

Color the leaves  Green
Color the roots  Yellow
Color the Seed Coat  Brown
Color the food storage area  Blue
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